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As I write this newsletter Storm Dudley is circulating around. I have also been
reminded that this is the 60th anniversary of the Sheffield Hurricane. Winds up to
100mph caused havoc in some parts of the city and also caused swathes of trees to
fall in Ecclesall Woods, especially in woods 2 and 3. After clearance, mixed broad
leaved and some conifer plantings were carried out, though not all were successful. In
other areas birch was the natural regenerator. The saw mill site was developed to deal
with the fallen timber.
So far this year the woods have escaped any real damage. Some ash has already been
felled as part of the winter programme. Sadly the hedge planting on Whirlow Playing
Field has been postponed. This time not because of covid but the forecast of Storm
Eunice. We are hoping some oak saplings will be planted next week and FEW
volunteers will plant buckthorn, bought by us, to encourage the brimstone butterfly.
... so continuing, on a small scale, the cycle of removal and renewal.

Walks in the Woods
We are planning a bird walk and spring flower walk. Dates and details to be
announced.

AGM November 16th2021
We were very pleased to have Julie Riley as our speaker at the zoom AGM. Having
done an ecological survey of wood 3 and walked her way through every part of it, her
professional survey revealed a great overview and many discoveries. It was
interesting to see photos of areas not often visited such as Whirlow Mill. We look
forward to finding out what she will reveal in her next survey of the woods. Julie is
also involved in the preliminary investigations into the possibilities of natural flood
management in the Limb Valley

Abbey Lane Crossing Group
We had hoped to meet Cllr. Douglas Johnson on Abbey Lane to discuss the sites
identified as possible crossing points when he had to inform us this week that the
Dept. of Transport had curtailed the Active Travel Fund, the expected source of
money. Sadly at present there is no other available pot of money.

Round up of Autumn and Winter activities
The first event was the Pumpkin Trail organised by ranger Nell.

Footpath Group
Jane Beresford has sent this report.
In November the footpath group restarted holly clearing in
wood 3 continuing on from where we left off last winter.
Willow harvesting in the willow meadow was done in
November and material for wreath making was gathered during
2 sessions also in November.
By December we were clearing brambles and holly in an area
directly behind the Woodland Discovery centre...we have
concentrated our efforts in this area regarding pulling up
brambles and cutting low growing holly to encourage
bluebell flowering...our efforts were greatly rewarded last
spring with a beautiful display of bluebells.
A large area in Wood 3 was thinned of holly to take
advantage of the rangers employing a large chipper in
January. By mid January we have managed another 4
sessions clearing holly. This will now have to be halted due
to bluebells emerging and the start of birds nesting early this
year.
In January 2 sessions were spent on the Cow Lane entrance
to Wood 1,cutting back laurel regrowth, pulling up brambles
and trimming buddleia and also helping to harvest hazel
foruse on Dave Jackson's wood craft courses.

Abbeydale Rotary supported by "Friends" had a good
morning in January-clearing bramble and extending the
patch they look after. Hope we can organise more to join
them next year. We will hope to photo the area again when
the bluebells are flowering.

We asked Jane to raise our new green
flag. Many thanks from all of us who
enjoy the woods to Jane and the team for
keeping the woods up to the Green Flag
standard.
Covid restrictions forced many planned
events to celebrate 10 years since the
opening of the Discovery Centre to be
cancelled. We had also hoped to mark the
occasion by the planting of whips to form a hedge on the lower end of Whirlow
Playing Field This has now been postponed as it coincides with the arrival of storm
Eunice. We have the whips so we hope find another date in March.
On Monday 21st February, weather permitting, we are planting the oak seedlings
grown from the acorns collected in November 2020.
Ranger Nell added
We also have a map to show the plan for Whirlow Playing Field increasing its
biodiversity and creating the ponds for the flood project. Possibly about 5 ponds or
scrapes.

Archaeology
The trackways in wood 3 between Abbey Lane and Dore.
We had a query about the so called “sunken trackways” by a
designer who was intrigued by the way the stones are laid,
with the a -regular outside edge and a negative camber and
wondered what was the aim of this very precise and definite
construction which obviously took a lot of effort.
John Baker’s reply.
We believe these were laid to allow strings of pack horses to
carry coal from the mines in Dore, specifically those bell pits
under the Limb Lane playing fields to Abbeydale Hamlet and
other industrial sites along the river Sheaf. You can follow
them from the bottom of the playing field nearly to
Abbeydale Road. The lines of stones were designed to slope
inwards with the centre being filled with softer material

for the horses to walk on. They were not tramways as the bends in places are too
sharp for waggons and the tracks diverge in at least three locations.
The lower stretch was excavated professionally several years ago without any
additional information or dating material obtained.
There is one tramway in Ecclesall Woods with runs from Colliers Pond, once an
opencast working, along roughly the existing path line to Abbey Lane.
John is chair of the TimeTravellers archaeology group.

Ecology
The group has not taken on any formal surveys this year. Julie Riley was able to make
use in her survey of the regular recordings of flora and fauna in the Donkey Field
made by Sue Jackson and added to the SCC ecology data base.
Friends and FB members continue to add wonderful photos to our FB page of a wide
variety of fungi and insects. Many fungi have been recorded during the late autumn
and early winter. Unfortunately, the fungi are not systematically identified. Perhaps
this is something we ought to encourage.

There has been an increased informal recording of rats this year. Humans and dogs
make their impact too. Where we have been unable to maintain paths and muddy
patches develop, people side step off the path and combined with shortcuts barren
areas emerge where once there were spring flowers. This is particularly noticeable by
the concrete bridge in wood 3.(the ‘sunken track’ photograph is adjacent to this area)
Dogs also affect the ecology. Although most dog walkers are very good at removing
the “poo”, urine itself contributes to an increase of nitrogen in the soil. This may be
the reason for nettles now lining many of the paths as they thrive in soils with high
nitrogen content. Incidentally, they are also often found as a patch in a corner of a
field or old garden where there used to be a privy or hen house.

Ornithology
We have been informed by Sheffield and Rotherham Wildlife Trust (SRWT )that this
is National Nest Box Week. We are doing our bit in Ecclesall Woods with Phil
making and inspecting the boxes.
Here is Phil May’s report
Herons
The herons have returned to the woods. Last week I saw 3 pairs guarding their nests
with 2 other single birds doing the same. This maybe the last year we see them as the
trees are diseased and may need to come down, although John Gilpin the woodland

manager has said that no action will be taken until September, well after the breeding
season.

Willow tits
Ranger Nell and I will be taking part in Sheffield wide willow tit survey on the
western side of the woods near the playing fields. This will done more in hope rather
than anticipation as willow tits have not been seen in the woods for years, but they
are present in Totley hence checking the western side.

Owls
I put up 2 owl boxes last year in an area where I had heard tawny owls calling and
actually saw one.
Unfortunately the boxes were not ready in time for the breeding season, but I will be
checking on them this year, hoping that the owls have found them rather than the
squirrels.

The small nest boxes have been checked and are all in good repair, three already have
nests started.
Bird Walks
I am hoping to organize a bird walk during spring but have not set a date yet. We now
have our own scope, thanks to fund raisers, and we will be able to use it on the walk.

Late Autumn and Winter in the woods 11thNov21 - 7th Feb22
A dry quiet autumn allowed the leaves to remain on the trees Some rain mid October
encouraged a better crop of fungi to flourish than we had on our fungi trail. An early
snow fall in late November added to the atmosphere.
Grateful thanks to F.O’Connor, M.Hardiman, R.Hancock, C.Webster,J Gay for their FB photos.

